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Abstract
Collaborative work is an integral part of providing a successful interpretation in certain
situations, and the practice of working in Video Remote Interpreting (VRI) settings has left
interpreters without their usual strategies or approaches available to work as a team. This
research study utilized an online questionnaire to explore strategies employed and challenges
faced by interpreters working together in VRI. A descriptive survey revealed that interpreters
alter their approach to teaming, juggle a multitude of technological demands, and have created
inventive ways of connecting or using technology to their advantage. Findings also indicate the
need for increased training in VRI, including advanced training with teaming practices, as well
as further studies to illuminate best practices. With the goal of providing a more equitable
experience for all participants of a VRI session, this project provides baseline data for future
research that includes how we can continue to work together instead of being driven apart by
distance.
Keywords: Video Remote Interpreting (VRI), teaming, team interpreting, Deaf
Interpreter (DI), Hearing Interpreter (HI)
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In professional sports, statistics are often kept on the number of assists an athlete
provides to their teammates. These metrics are considered essential to measuring success and
recognize how often an individual acts in collaboration with their team. Similarly, collaborative
work is an integral part of providing a successful interpretation in certain environments, despite
the lack of statistics that documents how well an interpreter performs. When interpreters work
together, they support one another in understanding the meaning of the message and ensure
an accurate interpretation is delivered. This process is what American Sign Language (ASL)
interpreters refer to as teaming, or team interpreting. Team interpreting typically occurs in
situations that are lengthy, involve complicated subjects, require unique solutions for specific
consumer needs, or involve special physical or emotional dynamics (Hoza, 2010). While team
interpreting has often been conducted in spaces such as conferences, educational settings, and
other three-dimensional environments, the introduction of working in Video Remote
Interpreting (VRI) settings has left interpreters without their usual strategies or approaches
available to work collaboratively. Therefore, teaming is done without consistency across the
country as interpreters adapt quickly to the influx of VRI work in recent times.
The approach to communicating over distance has changed rapidly with technological
advancements and has led to interpreting in a variety of settings within a multitude of software
platforms. Braun (2015) provides definitions of certain terms that relate to the location of the
interpreter working via video. Remote Interpreting refers to the use of technologies to gain
access to an interpreter who is physically separated from the primary participants. In the ASL
community, the term Video Remote Interpreting (VRI) has established itself as the mode of
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interpreting when the interpreter is not in the room with either the deaf or hearing participants
and is connected using a video platform. It is possible to provide VRI services when
conversation participants are in the same room, but it is also described as VRI when all
participants are in different locations and connected using a videoconference platform. There is
also work being done in the Video Relay Service (VRS) industry that looks and feels similar to
VRI work, however, VRS is specifically for access to telecommunications that is federally funded
and regulated. The purposes of VRS and VRI work are quite different (Alley, 2012) and the
technology in the VRS sector is proprietary to each VRS company. Therefore, this study will
focus on VRI settings outside of the VRS industry to assess the current practice of interpreters
working independently or for privately owned agencies.
This research is timely because of the increased number of virtual meetings taking place
in recent years due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Although there is literature and research
regarding remote interpreting, Braun (2015) states, “it will be important that the main
stakeholders, i.e. interpreter associations, interpreting service providers, users of interpreting
services, representatives of client groups (especially in public service interpreting contexts) and
researchers collaborate in the investigation and mitigation of the risks and challenges of remote
and teleconference interpreting and in designing, implementing and piloting appropriate
solutions.” Although we have a publication from the National Consortium of Interpreter
Education Centers that explored effective practices with Video Remote Interpreting, there is
little detail provided about strategies for teaming in this setting. A drawback of VRI work was
described under the assumption that team interpreting must be done in a traditional manner
that focused solely on monitoring for errors, and that providing logistical or practical support
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was incredibly difficult (Simon et al., 2010). Interpreters have addressed this dilemma in a
variety of ways, but this has yet to be documented with research. With the expectation that VRI
work is here to stay, the purpose of this study is to gather the stories from working interpreters
about what challenges are faced and what strategies are effective for teaming in VRI settings.
Author’s Positionality
The researcher of this study is an American-born, hearing, white, cisgender, middleclass, middle-aged, female with no current disabilities, who learned ASL informally through
childhood friendships and formally as a second language adult learner. As a hearing interpreter,
she has earned a comfortable living using language developed and maintained by the Deaf
community. Additionally, the researcher is married to a Deaf individual, so components of Deaf
culture have encompassed their lives, one such example being ASL as the primary language of
their home. These identities provide access and privileges in most spaces, particularly in the
interpreting community. The researcher has noted a bias towards believing that
interdependent collaborative teaming invites greater communication equity for interpreted
conversations. Therefore, the researcher must intentionally uplift the epistemology and
ontology of others, particularly when discussing teaming techniques, and be careful of
confirmation bias.
Research Questions
The following questions will guide the scope of this project: What challenges are faced
when working as a team in a Video Remote Interpreting setting? What strategies are used by
interpreters to effectively collaborate when working as a team in Video Remote Interpreting
settings?
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
Akin to flying a plane with a co-pilot (Hoza, 2010), team interpreting is a complicated
task that requires effective communication to co-create a functionally equivalent interpreted
event. To date, the author has been unable to locate research about the effects of working in
VRI settings as a team or how the interpreting team makes decisions in this particular setting.
Thus, this literature review will focus on the history of team interpreting and the development
of VRI as a framework for the rationale of this study. An analysis of the Demand Control Schema
and the Role-Space Model will be explored to provide a framework for discussion. In
conclusion, literature that documents specific restraints of working within VRI settings will be
reviewed.
Team Interpreting
The Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID) Standard Practice Paper (2007) states that
all team members are actively engaged in the process of interpreting and may be monitoring
the message, managing transitions, and supporting other team members. The functional aspect
of teaming is to focus on allowing the interpreter who is producing language to be at their best,
while the purpose of teaming is for consumers to receive optimum communication (RID, 2007).
How interpreters support one another in language production varies and working environments
either contribute to or inhibit those teaming practices.
In Team Interpreting as Collaboration and Interdependence by Hoza (2010), a history of
team interpreting is described as having developed in the 1980s by interpreters to avoid injury
and fatigue. After an increased awareness of the Seleskovitch (1978) study that showed a
decrease in quality of interpretation after thirty minutes, interpreters began to demand
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working conditions that included a team of interpreters for lengthy or complicated
assignments. This original view of teaming was to provide rest for one another, and interpreters
continued to work independently while splitting the work by time demarcations. Once
interpreters began working together frequently, the goal of team interpreting shifted to ensure
accuracy and correcting errors, thereby monitoring the work of the interpreting team (Hoza,
2010). Finally, some practitioners have shifted towards an interdependent model of teaming
that allows for collaborative decision-making where the entire team is involved for the duration
of the assignment, although playing different roles at different times (Hoza, 2010).
Interpreting teams can consist of Hearing Interpreters (HI) working together, or a
combination of Deaf Interpreters (DI) and Hearing Interpreters working to produce a more
culturally and linguistically fluent product. Regardless of the composition of the team,
interpreters ideally collaborate to provide an effective interpretation. Discussion in the
literature on teaming often surrounds the pre-assignment conversation (Forestal, 2011; Hoza,
2010; Nicodemus & Taylor, 2014) as essential for establishing a successful team experience.
The technical aspects of working remotely introduce new limitations to pre-conference
conversations amongst interpreters, especially when considering how to engage Deaf
consumers in dialogue about the interpreted event. A multi-nation study published in 2017
states that Deaf leaders increasingly call for transparency in the work of interpreters, so
consumers may see more clearly that mediated communication requires the cooperation of all
the parties involved (Haug et al., 2017). With a multitude of platforms interpreters find
themselves working in and meetings hosted by a variety of participants, it is increasingly
difficult to determine who is responsible for hosting a pre-conference session, and how this
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session will take place. With a focus on DI/HI teams, there is an important and expected
protocol of having a pre-conference discussion followed by approaching the clients for the
interpreted interaction as a collaborative unit. Forestal (2011) states,
Following this protocol would enable the DI to be on equal footing with the HI for the
decision-making processes that occur within the team both prior to and during the
interpreting processes, to create a dynamic equivalent of the message (p. 116).
This preparation session is also mentioned as essential for discussing the content and logistics
of an upcoming assignment, but more critically for building social rapport and trust with one
another as a team (Nicodemus & Taylor, 2014; Reinhardt, 2015). A preparation session is also
when interpreters will learn whether they have similar approaches to providing services.
Sometimes interpreters have similar philosophies and approach interpreting in a
compatible way, and other times interpreters have divergent ideas based on their personal
experiences in the world. The majority of sign language interpreters adhere to a Code of
Professional Conduct (CPC) set forth by the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID, 2005),
however, the CPC offers guidance for ethical decisions and behaviors rather than hard and fast
rules. Interpreters historically view the CPC from a deontological perspective and will construct
their own definitions as to what is right or wrong for a given situation (Cokely, 2000; Dean &
Pollard, 2011). When interpreters place emphasis on different aspects of the interpreting
process and their role is vaguely understood by their counterparts, the team members are at a
loss for how to proceed collaboratively (Reinhardt, 2015).
Video Remote Interpreting
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Napier et al. (2018) wrote a publication detailing the history of interpreting via video
platform. What began as providing access to telecommunications for deaf users has quickly
evolved into providing interpreting via video-based platforms for a variety of situations. These
situations are regarded as essential for communication with family, with the public, and at
work. As technology advances along with better access to increased broadband speed,
meetings via video have become more commonplace and interpreters have found themselves
working in a variety of settings and configurations.
Braun (2015) provides definitions of certain terms that relate to the location of the
interpreter working via video. Remote Interpreting refers to the use of technologies to gain
access to an interpreter who is physically separated from the primary participants;
Teleconference Interpreting describes the primary participants connected through technology
and the interpreter is physically co-located with one or some of the main participants; and
Three-Way Connection in which the primary participants and the interpreter are in different
locations. Unfortunately, these designations are not universally agreed upon and they all fit
under the umbrella term of Video Remote Interpreting (VRI).
In the United States, a legal differentiation exists between interpreting done via video
platforms for access to telecommunications versus communication between parties for any
other reason. Whereas in Europe, any interpreting done with the use of audio-visual technology
to perform the task, is categorized as Video Remote Interpreting (Napier et al., 2018). The
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf defines VRI based on the provision of services via
videoconference with at least one participant in a different location. In contrast, Video Relay
Service (VRS) interpreting is provided for persons communicating via telephone from different
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locations and is regulated by legislation and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
The U.S. government reimburses VRS providers when a deaf person requires functional
equivalent access to the telephone (“Telecommunications Relay Service,” 2021).
Alley (2012) provides a thorough comparison of VRS and VRI in the United States, but
time and technological advancements have already complicated one of the definitions of VRI
from this work. At the time, VRI was defined as being provided in settings in which
conversational participants are present in a common location and the interpreter is at a distant
location (Alley, 2012). Today it is commonplace for all conversational participants, including the
interpreter, to be in separate physical locations. The key differentiating component to whether
remote interpreting is to be reimbursed via the U.S. government is if the conversation would
occur using the telephone to connect participants in more than one location (Napier et al.,
2018).
COVID-19 Pandemic
VRI used to be readily distinguished from VRS by the location of the primary participants.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it is increasingly commonplace for all conversational
participants to be in separate physical locations. Medical appointments, business meetings,
educational classes, and more are conducted with multiple participants conversing via video
technology with all parties in remote locations. These are not situations in which participants
would typically use the telephone, therefore they do not fit neatly into the definition of VRS.
Since the COVID-19 pandemic became widespread, teleconference meetings have increased
dramatically. For instance, Zoom reported having 10 million daily meeting participants in
December 2019, but by April 2020, that number had risen to over 300 million (Evans, 2020).
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Authors Karl et al. (2021) published research that suggests many people learned how to use
videoconferencing almost overnight and have merely “muddled through” (p. 14). Interpreters,
along with the general public, have found themselves muddling through providing interpreting
in VRI settings. As predicted years ago by several research authors, (Alley 2012; Braun, 2015; P.
Kushalnagar et al., 2019; Napier et al., 2018) the trend toward an increase in VRI work for
interpreters has materialized.
The attitudes of interpreters working in VRI settings have changed since the onset of
virtual work. According to a study conducted with spoken language interpreters working the
FIFA World Cup, (Seeber et al., 2019) there has been an increase in positive experiences and
attitudes toward working remotely. In earlier years, technology was not as advanced and the
idea of working remotely was still rather new, so interpreters reported feeling apprehensive
and lacking motivation towards interpreting through a VRI platform (Moser-Mercer, 2005).
However, over time there has been a significant shift towards supporting the work being
delivered via VRI. Amongst sign language interpreters, attitudes towards VRI engagement vary.
These attitudes are linked to working conditions and the quality of equipment being used
(Braun & Taylor, 2012). In general, sign language interpreters recognize the benefit that VRI
offers to deaf people living in distant environments or where interpreters do not reside locally
(Simon et al., 2010). To date, the author has been unable to locate research that documents
changes to the field of sign language interpreting relating directly to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Demand Control Schema
In order to determine if interpreters have similar philosophies, there must be a
framework or theory to describe the process of interpreting to compare. There are two
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commonly discussed frameworks within the field that provide structure for dialogue amongst
practitioners: The Demand Control Schema (Dean & Pollard, 2001), and the Role-Space Model
(Llewellyn-Jones & Lee, 2014).
Dean and Pollard (2001) introduced the profession to the Demand Control Schema by
applying the demand-control theory framework of Karasek (1979). This framework provides an
analysis method to measure occupational hazards related to stress and burnout. The term
demand was introduced as requirements for a job that include the environment, the actual task
being performed, and other influences on the practitioner. The term control was defined as the
degree to which the practitioner can make decisions or changes to the demands. Demands
were categorized as Environmental, Interpersonal, Linguistic, and Intrapersonal and suddenly
interpreters had the language necessary to describe why a particular job was so challenging.
Occupational stress is described as work that involves a high level of demands in comparison to
control resources available to the individual (Dean & Pollard, 2001). Interpreting work is often
in an unbalanced situation with excessive demands and relatively few controls at the
interpreters’ disposal.
Authors Dean and Pollard (2004, 2005, 2011, 2013) argue consistently that interpreting
is a practice profession where decision-making skills regarding social context are a crucial
complement to one’s technical language abilities. As interpreting directly involves human
beings, it is important to remember the impact that our decisions have. Cokely (2000)
eloquently reminds interpreters of the responsibility inherent with the work:
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The choices we make, and the actions that follow from those choices, can uphold or
deny the dignity of other people, can advocate or violate the rights of other people, and
can affirm or disavow the humanity of other people. (p. 3)
Role-Space Model
Llewellyn-Jones and Lee (2014) introduced another framework for the field of sign
language interpreting to broaden the discussion of the controversial conversation regarding the
interpreters’ role. Interpreters often describe their participation in an interpreted conversation
as akin to a machine, a bridge, or a telephone line (Frishberg, 1990), ignoring the fact that an
interpreter is a human being. Expectations of how human beings behave in conversation do not
disappear when an interpreter is introduced to the interaction, therefore adhering to a nonhuman role produces awkward interactions.
Llewellyn-Jones and Lee (2014) describe axes of role-space functionality that the
interpreter will engage in and include: interaction management, participant alignment, and the
presentation of self. These axes recognize the complexity of interactions an interpreter will
have when one is working to produce as natural an interaction as possible through an
interpreted event. The interaction management axis recognizes the interpreter as a regulator
who exerts control of turn-taking. In non-interpreted events, social power often dictates who
begins conversations and maintains control over when each person participates. This power is
directed through the interpreter, however, as participants that do not share a common
language are at the mercy of waiting for conversational turns to flow through the interpreter.
The participant alignment axis recognizes that in some situations, an unequal alignment is
appropriate and perhaps expected by certain interlocutors culturally. The interpreter is rarely in
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a position of complete neutrality due to natural relationships and community affiliations, as
well as their own linguistic and cultural identity. The presentation of self axis recognizes that
the interpreter is not invisible and therefore has expected ways of presenting oneself that are
consistent with the situation. This is particularly relevant when conversation participants first
arrive, and simple introductions commence. It would be unexpected for an interpreter to
decline to say hello when greeted by either of the participants of the interpreted event.
Navigating Trust
With an understanding that interpreters work with human beings who rely on the
interpreter for effective communication, coupled with the complexity of decision-making and
role-alignment, interpreters strive to develop a trusting relationship with the conversational
participants. Trust is a concept touched on by many authors (Forestal, 2011; Haug et al., 2017;
Lee, 2020; Reinhardt, 2015). Forestal (2011) and Reinhardt (2015) focus specifically on the
power dynamics of a DI/HI team, and how trust is critical for an effectively interpreted event.
Forestal’s (2011) dissertation describes how Deaf Interpreters work and the critical importance
of establishing the interpreting team as a cohesive unit for the consumers. Responses of this
study strongly indicate that interpreting strategies become a secondary concern when
communicative power dynamics between the DI and HI exist. Forestal (2011) writes that
without an established relationship between the team, “any use of strategies and techniques
would be set to fail” (p. 117). Haug et al. (2017) discuss the multinational study that describes
deaf leaders’ desire for transparency and an atmosphere of trust when working with
interpreters. Although this study focuses on the consumer’s perspective rather than the
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interpreter, it is important to recognize the cultural desire for a trusting relationship is
consistent with Deaf Interpreters and deaf consumers.
VRI in Legal and Medical Settings
Interpreting remotely in legal and medical specific settings has been documented with
the focus on whether the product or result of the interpretation is comparable. The
effectiveness of interpreting via VRI for legal settings is documented by Braun and Taylor (2012)
and Napier (2011). Braun and Taylor address the criminal justice system in the European Union
and found that interpreters primarily believe that VRI is used to cut costs. Some limitations
discussed in this study were the interpreters’ inability to move the camera, adjust volume, or
see critical documents. Overall, interpreters at the time of the study had a negative view of
providing services to the court via VRI due to anxiety of being excluded from decision-making as
well as dealing with severely outdated technology.
In the medical setting, studies are primarily available in the spoken language interpreting
field that document patient and provider satisfaction rates with remote services. However, data
was lacking that included a deaf consumer perspective until Kushalnagar et al. (2019)
investigated the national trends of deaf patients’ satisfaction levels with VRI in medical settings.
Sadly, only 41% of deaf respondents were satisfied with the quality of VRI technology service
and the remaining 59% reported their VRI experience as unsatisfactory (p. 3). The conclusions
bring forth the idea of trust between consumers and interpreters with the recommendation of
increasing trust in patient-physician communication by having a highly skilled interpreter in
both expressive and receptive communication. In addition to this statistic, logistical issues of
VRI usage and hospitals or medical settings include staff not being able to find and use
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equipment, the equipment not being connected to the internet, the deaf consumer not being
able to see the screen, or the interpreter not being able to hear all of the speakers in the room
(Simon et al., 2010).
Conclusion
Technology has come a long way and the history of VRI indicates that this setting will not
disappear anytime soon. With numerous restraints on the system that contribute to an increase
in demands and fewer control options for interpreters to employ, complications with
presenting oneself and managing online interactions, and an increase in the amount of VRI
assignments due to the COVID-19 pandemic, interpreters are placed in situations that are less
than desirable. Team interpreting is typically a control that alleviates stress with difficult and
lengthy assignments, however communicating philosophies with a team of interpreters is
further complicated by the restraints on working from remote locations. As reported in medical
and legal settings, both interpreters and consumers are generally dissatisfied with VRI and
there are plentiful opportunities for technology to impose restraints rather than solutions to an
interpreted event. Although challenging, the frequency of interpreting in VRI settings is on the
rise. When more than one interpreter is involved, the behaviors and decisions of the entire
team will have a significant impact on the effectiveness of the interpreted event.
Chapter 3: Methodology
Research Design
The Institutional Review Board at St. Catherine University granted approval for this
research study and all of its components. This study was designed as a cross-sectional
descriptive survey (Creswell & Creswell, 2018) in order to gather baseline data about team
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interpreting in VRI settings. Specifically, the following research question was posed: What
challenges are faced and what strategies are employed when working as a team in a Video
Remote Interpreting setting? An online questionnaire (see Appendix A) was chosen for its
efficiency in collecting data from across the country from a large quantity of interpreters. In
addition to documenting a quantity of experiences shared by these interpreters, open-ended
questions were asked to elicit qualitative data that could be used for thematic analysis. Support
for this methodology came from Hale and Napier (2013) who specialize in research related to
the field of sign language interpreting. Their work provided examples and explanations directly
relatable to this study’s design, particularly in a section dedicated to surveys.
Survey Development
The researcher developed initial survey questions and tested them on a small sample of
external reviewers for feedback. The final questionnaire included up to 53 questions with a
variety of types including yes/no, multiple choice, Likert-type scale, and short answer questions.
Some survey items allowed respondents to select multiple answers, while other items allowed
respondents to provide additional comments. Likert-type scales intentionally included higher
levels of granularity for selection to produce more meaningful statistical analysis if used in data
analysis (Pearse, 2011). This electronic survey was built using Qualtrics (2020) software due to
the availability of use through St. Catherine University, for the ability to optimize user
experience based on desktop or mobile participation, as well as for assisting with organizing
data for analysis.
In addition to providing the survey in written English, the researcher decided to offer a
video translation in American Sign Language for each question. As the researcher is not a native
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signer, three Deaf Interpreters were selected to provide recorded translations. This work was
done to include and respect linguistic preference of participants, and to attempt a more
equitable experience in both ASL and English. Qualtrics (2020) software allows editing of source
code using an HTML viewer to embed media. The interpreting team created an unlisted
YouTube link for each question which could then be used in Qualtrics without the video being
publicly searchable. These links were embedded in the source code as a video player frame,
thus avoiding browser compatibility issues that could arise with traditional media files.
Recruitment
The survey link created was included in a recruitment email (see Appendix B) and flier
(see Appendix C) as well as a social media posting. Care was given to recruit a diverse group of
participants using a non-probability purposive sampling. Participants were recruited using
listservs from various interpreter organizations as well as leveraging companies that provide
Video Remote Interpreting as a specialty (see Appendix D). Social media messaging was
delivered in ASL as well as written English, with the flier attached, to draw visual attention of
social media scrollers. Emails and social media messaging encouraged sharing the survey with
other colleagues to further stimulate person-to-person recruitment. Reminder emails and
reposting to social media outlets were completed three times prior to closing data collection.
Efforts were made to distribute the survey as widely as possible and recruitment
materials were successfully posted in the RID Research Corner, an e-newsletter distributed to
the entire membership of RID. Additionally, the Video Interpreter Member Section of RID email
distribution list received the survey link and several affiliate chapters posted recruitment efforts
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via social media outlets. Non-probabilistic sampling methods (Hale & Napier, 2013) were used
for recruitment, therefore results of this research cannot be generalized.
Sample and Sample Size
The target audience of this study was interpreters with experience working in teams on
VRI platforms regardless of certification or organizational affiliation. Locating an accurate
statistic for the number of working interpreters in the United States is a daunting task due to
the lack of nation-wide agreement on organizational affiliation, certification, or licensure
requirements, therefore it is difficult to determine the size of this population. The largest
member organization in the field is currently the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf which
reported a total membership of 14,452 in their 2019 Annual Report. A total of 190 participants
responded to the survey, however determining the number of individuals who received the
survey is not possible, therefore a response rate cannot be calculated.
Recruitment and Survey Distribution
Once the hyperlink was clicked, participants were greeted with a video in ASL by the
researcher as well as a written English description with the purpose of the study, criteria for
participation, an estimated time of completion of twenty minutes, and an informed consent
statement. Survey participation was anonymous, including the option available in Qualtrics to
decouple the IP address from the collected response so as no data could be traced back to the
original participant. Demographic data was collected to determine if representation from a
diverse set of participants was achieved as well as to examine the data for potential trends.
Participants were asked to select if they were either a Hearing Interpreter (HI) or a Deaf
Interpreter (DI) so as to apply conditional logic that would display questions in the survey
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relevant to their experience so as to encourage survey completion. For example, certifications
that are only available to DIs would only display as options to those who had previously
selected they were a DI. The final two questions asked participants to describe any additional
strategies or difficulties they have experienced with VRI interpreting that had yet to be
addressed in the survey to inform future areas of research as well as to provide qualitative data
to apply a thematic analysis. See Appendix A for a list of all survey questions.
Data Analysis
Survey data was analyzed using Qualtrics software. Qualtrics provided numerical
counts, percentages, averages, and multivariable analysis for quantitative data, as well as their
Text iQ tools for thematic analysis. Coding using the qualitative data in text was completed
using a multi-step approach (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Graphics made available via Qualtrics
provide visual representation of the data that will be reported in the results section.
Chapter 4: Results
Demographics
After confirming receipt of informed consent, participants were asked if they had ever
worked as an interpreter in a Video Remote Interpreting (VRI) setting. VRI was defined in
English and ASL so as to provide a standard definition upfront to eliminate confusion from
interpreters with similar experiences in the VRS industry answering survey questions (Appendix
A). A second question was asked with the intent of screening participants for elimination from
the data sets. Participants who responded that they had no experience working in a team of
interpreters in a VRI setting were thanked and guided to exit the survey. The following results
come from a total of 190 survey responses. Ten participants responded “no” to the first
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question and four participants responded “no” to the second question, thereby disqualifying 14
participants.
Demographic data were collected to compare with RID’s reported numbers as a rough
idea of representation. Demographic questions were optional to answer and included a
parenthetical statement describing the purpose of gathering this information as to monitor
representation and report data without assumptions. Questions gathered data regarding
auditory status, age, gender identity, ethnicity, heritage of signing, education, credentials, and
years of professional service. Of the 190 total responses recorded, 165 responded to the
question on auditory status with 9.09% (n = 15) identifying as Deaf Interpreters and 90.91% (n=
150) identifying as Hearing Interpreters. Although a small sample size of 15 individuals cannot
be a generalized representation of Deaf Interpreters nationwide, the percentage of DI
participants in this study is higher than the reported demographics within RID membership. RID
gathers audiological status using more than two categories including Hearing, Deaf, Hard of
Hearing, DeafBlind, and Coda. The reported number of Deaf and DeafBlind identified
interpreters in their annual report (2019) is 2.58% (n= 321), however, it is unclear whether
those identified as Hard of Hearing function in the role of a Deaf or Hearing Interpreter.
Participant gender identity was requested and was similarly comparable to that of RID’s
annual report (2019). Participants identifying as female make up the majority of responses,
80.61% (n= 133) in this study. RID (2019) report members who identify as female equate to
84.87% (n= 9,763). Participants who identify as male account for 15.76% (n= 26) in this study in
comparison to 14.05% (n= 1,616) in the RID (2019) demographic report. The categories offered
to participants of this study were different in comparison to RID, so the remaining numbers are
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a combination of gender identities that are not part of a binary system. This included categories
such as Non-binary/third gender, Genderqueer, Genderfluid, Transgender, and Agender. Nonbinary combined participants in this study account for 3.64% (n= 6) and 1.09% (n= 125) from
RID.
As shown in Figure 1, participants were asked to identify their ethnicity, 167 responses
were obtained and an overwhelming majority, 91.02%, (n= 152), identified as white. Five
participants chose to self-identify and four selected Multiracial with these additional identities
specified: Mediterranean, Italian, Taino, Cherokee, and Ossetian. The rest of the participants
identified as African American/Black (n= 2), Latinx (n= 2), Native American or Alaskan Native (n=
1), and Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander (n= 1). A more diverse group of interpreters
comprise the makeup of membership reported from RID (2019), however, there is still an
overwhelming majority of 84.65% (n= 9,315) who identified as white. The lack of diverse
representation in this study will be discussed more in detail in the limitations section.
Figure 1
Ethnicities of survey participants

As shown in Figure 2, participants were asked to identify their highest level of education
completed, 78.05% (n= 128) held at least a Bachelor’s degree.
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Figure 2
Highest level of education of participants

With regards to credentials, 13 Deaf Interpreters responded and 69.23% (n= 9) hold
their Certified Deaf Interpreter (CDI), and eight had an additional qualification in either legal or
mental health. Of the 150 Hearing Interpreters who responded to the question about
credentials, over half (n=84) hold their National Interpreter Certification (NIC). See Figure 3 for
a full list of responses.
Figure 3
Certifications held by participants
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Participants were asked to report the number of years they had been professionally
interpreting and responses ranged from zero to over 26 years. A higher level of granularity was
not presented as an option over 26 years of experience, thus 20.73% (n= 34) of participants
who responded in this category may have a considerable range of experience that was not
captured. No categories seemed to be significantly underrepresented as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4
How many years participants have been professionally interpreting

Teaming Makeup
The focus of this study was on teaming dynamics. An interesting note is that 90%
(n=148) of participants engaged in teamed VRI assignments for less than 16 hours per week.
When asked how often the interpreter works in a DI/HI team, only 21% (n=33) responded that
it was a regular experience by selecting Often, Very Often, or Always. Additionally, interpreters
are working with a variety of colleagues and are rarely afforded the opportunity to select their
preferred team as shown in Figure 5. Teaming in VRI may be a rare occurrence, but this comes
as no surprise when 75% (n=123) of respondents have only reported working in a VRI setting
between 0-5 years.
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Figure 5
Frequency of choosing a preferred team

Software Experience
As shown in Figure 6, a wide variety of software applications were reported as having
been utilized. When asked to rank the programs based on ease of usability for team
interpreting in VRI, an overwhelming 82.1% (n=110) selected Zoom as the number one
preferred software. Despite this clear preference from the interpreter’s perspective, it is a rare
occurrence that the interpreter has deciding power for what application is used for an
interpreted conversation. 78 respondents indicated the institution participants are from will
always determine the software, and 87 respondents indicated that the interpreter never makes
that determination. When deciding what software application to use for connecting as a team
of interpreters outside of the interpreting environment, 80 participants indicated that the
interpreter has the most frequent determining power.
Figure 6
Software applications interpreters have experience using in VRI
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Changing the Approach to Teaming due to the VRI Environment
VRI environments do not allow interpreters to pass a notebook back and forth, sign
below the table, lean over and whisper between hearing interpreters, or utilize other
traditional collaborative methods as is commonplace when working together in person.
Although it is not possible to determine the causation of the increase in demand for VRI
services, 95.1% (n= 156) of respondents agree (n=17), strongly agree (n=42), or completely
agree (n=97) that the increase in VRI requests is due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Describing their teaming approach, 73.1% (n=114) of respondents noted when working
in person as interdependent, both interpreters are responsible for the message and work
collaboratively, whereas only 45.2% (n=71) described their approach to teaming this same way
when in a VRI environment. Nearly the same number of respondents, 42.7% (n=67), described
their approach to teaming in a VRI environment as monitoring, one person is active while the
other person monitors for accuracy or errors. Another fascinating difference between teaming
in-person versus teaming in VRI is that not one participant selected independent, defined as
one person being on while the other person is off, to describe their approach to teaming when
working on-site, but 19 participants chose this option to describe their approach when working
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in VRI. When asked to compare in-person assignments to working VRI and whether there are
more or fewer opportunities to collaborate as a team, 73.1% (n=114) reported feeling less
opportunity to collaborate in VRI. This drastic change in approaching the relationship as a team
interpreter based on the virtual environment is likely due to the numerous challenges that
present themselves in VRI.
Challenges Specific to Video Remote Interpreting
Some of the technical challenges in VRI were presented as questions in the survey, while
more detailed descriptions of challenges were offered by participants in short-answer format.
The challenges presented as survey questions were condensed as audio and video problems,
which 61.6% (n=90) and 68.3% (n=110) respectively reported experiencing. The most common
audio problem reported (n= 67) was hearing an echo or delay through the other interpreter’s
audio connection. The most common video issue reported (n=74) was the inability to see the
other interpreter(s), followed closely by not being able to see the participant necessary to
perform the task of interpretation (n=73). When asked how frequently interpreters meet with
their scheduled team in advance, responses varied and the most common response with 26.3%
(n= 41) was rarely as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7
Frequency of meeting in advance
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The most common way (n= 123) for interpreters to meet in advance is via text or chat.
When not able to meet in advance, the most frequent reason for not being able to connect (n=
79) was not having the necessary contact information. Several other factors also disrupted the
ability of team interpreters to pre-conference. The most common reason described in text was
the nature of on-call VRI work that did not allow for advanced discussions as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8
Reasons participants did not meet in advance with their team

One of the final questions asked participants to describe problems they had
encountered working in VRI that were not addressed elsewhere in the survey. After performing
a thematic analysis, it was clear to see that specific technological challenges were a common
frustration. Sometimes these technical difficulties were software specific, such as the ability to
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pin multiple participants in a Zoom session, or having the ability to control the spotlight feature.
Other comments mentioned lagging internet speed issues or even outages that have occurred
while providing interpretation.
A second theme that appeared frequently was how VRI allows interpreters from various
parts of the country to work together, but who may have different philosophies or approaches
to the work. In addition, it is difficult to develop trust or rapport within this environment
because the ability to meet in advance is often not possible. One participant offered these
comments, “Teaming with strangers from different parts of the country is a challenge because
there is little to no time to build trust and a rapport.” Another interpreter mentioned that VRI
limits the ability to share camaraderie and has led to an attitude of, “clock in, clock out, peace
out.”
A third and final theme that appeared with qualitative answers provided in text format
was the need for training specific to VRI. Training was frequently mentioned as a high need for
the hearing participants of interpreted conversations, particularly around using the software or
even the camera appropriately when conversing in sign language. It was also frequently
mentioned that training is needed for interpreters to understand the intricacies of working
remotely.
Strategies Specific to Video Remote Interpreting
While difficulties abound in the Video Remote Interpreting environment, interpreters
have developed strategies to continue to provide quality services. Of note, 95% (n=151)
reported using a text or chat feature within the VRI platform to communicate with their
team as shown in Figure 9. The most common uses were to offer support (n= 129), indicate
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switching the primary interpreter (n= 129), and sharing information that may help with schema
(n= 121).
Figure 9
Uses for the text/chat feature

Despite being a common strategy to communicate amongst team members, using a text
or chat feature within the VRI platform was reported as not always feasible or preferred. The
three most commonly selected reasons were: there are too many things to look at or it is
distracting (n= 83), they may accidentally send a message to the whole group (n= 77), and there
are too many people in the chat so their message may get lost (n= 76).
The second most common strategy used to communicate with team members from a
distance, with 79% (n= 125) of respondents experiencing this method, is with a video
connection. The top three uses for a video connection with their team were: to offer support
(n= 118), to offer corrections or time-sensitive feedback (n= 105), and to indicate switching the
primary interpreter (n= 92).
Not all situations allow for a video connection with a team interpreter, however. The
most commonly reported reasons for not using a video connection to their team were related
to technology. The most reported (n = 65) being the other interpreter(s) do not have the
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bandwidth to support two video feeds. Other issues included not having enough equipment to
have a dedicated video connection outside of the interpreted environment.
Only 58% (n= 83) of interpreters reported using an audio connection to their team.
Again, the same three uses for the team connection were the most commonly reported: to
offer support (n= 75), offering corrections or time-sensitive feedback (n= 66), and to indicate
switching the primary interpreter (n= 52).
Capturing data as to why an interpreter might not use an audio connection proved to be
more difficult than with the video or texting connections. 56 participants selected “other” and
described reasons for avoiding audio connections with their team. The most common theme
that was described is how distracting this method is. In addition, several respondents
commented that their team was not comfortable using an audio connection to work together.
And finally, multiple comments surrounded the theme of difficulty managing multiple audio
sources and microphone inputs as shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10
Why participants choose not to use an audio connection
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The final question of the survey asked participants to provide qualitative responses
about other strategies they employ when teaming in VRI. A common response mentioned using
an external messaging app such as MarcoPolo, WhatsApp, Slack, Google Messages, etc. to
connect with their team. These applications were reported as being used prior to working
together to develop rapport and share job-related information, as well as during the
assignment to communicate without the possibility of sending the message to unanticipated
recipients. Another strategy mentioned was to have captions running if they were available as a
secondary source of the message. Finally, there were three mentions of the term “open
process” in response to this question as another strategy used because of the nature of VRI
work.
More Than One Interpreter on Screen
One additional strategy that was reported as a common approach in VRI is for more
than one interpreter to be visible on screen for all participants. 78.3% (n= 123) of the
participants reported using this approach. When asked to select reasons why more than one
interpreter was visible, respondents (n= 65) indicated the software allowed others to pin or
spotlight the interpreters for focused viewing. Another common response (n= 61) was because
the second interpreter could gain the floor for smoother turn-taking. And finally, the third most
common reason (n= 59) for having more than one interpreter visible on screen was that a
dialogue flow made sense to have multiple people interpreting. Another 49 respondents
selected “other” and offered detailed reasons for having more than one interpreter visible on
screen. A common theme appeared with several participants responding that their company
had proprietary software that required interpreters to remain on screen and be visible at all
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times. Another theme that was repeated frequently was when multiple languages were being
used, or there were multiple deaf participants in the session. Finally, it was noted frequently
that this approach was used with split modalities and one interpreter would work from ASL to
English while the other would work from English to ASL.
Chapter 5: Discussion
Teaming dynamics in Video Remote Interpreting are changing rapidly as technology
evolves and interpreters develop strategies to work effectively within the constraints of the
system. This study revealed that interpreters working in VRI feel the need to change their
approach to teaming, handle major demands specific to the environment, and utilize
technology in a novel way to achieve increased communication equity.
Managing Technology Takes Precedence
With the history that Hoza (2010) provided, we have seen a progression of teaming
philosophies in the field of sign language interpreting morph from independently taking turns,
to monitoring with support, and finally collaborative interdependence. This natural progression
was halted with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic which led to the rapid increase of VRI
work, and interpreters without training or a ready skillset to manage this new set of demands.
By being plunged into a technology-driven work environment, interpreters had no way of
focusing efforts on collaborative interdependence. Some interpreters who prefer to approach
teaming collaboratively may not have had the necessary equipment or technological training
and skills to approach the work the same way when in VRI. Therefore, they were forced into a
situation that was uncomfortable and disruptive to their processing.
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The Demand Control Schema (Dean & Pollard, 2001) provides language that is highly
applicable to the phenomenon described by multiple interpreters in this study. Participants
described an abundance of demands with fewer controls that were readily available to employ,
thus creating a stressful work environment. Overwhelming demands of learning several
software platforms, managing internet speed issues, controlling multiple audio and video
sources, and accessing the bare minimum to perform the function of interpreting took
precedence over providing effective support or working collaboratively with a team.
The Missing Pre-Conference Session
One critical nuance that was reported in this study was how VRI opened up
opportunities to work with interpreters from other geographic locations who may have
different philosophies or working styles. When interpreting on-site, team members naturally
arrive at the same physical location and often arrive early to discuss working collaboratively,
meet the participants, collect printed information to prepare schema, and agree on logistics.
Another critical component of this pre-conference session is to develop trust and rapport with
colleagues. Establishing rapport and eliminating power dynamics are discussed thoroughly
within the Deaf Interpreting community (Forestal, 2011; Nicodemus & Taylor, 2014) as more
critical to a successful interpreted event than negotiating actual interpreting logistics. When
providing services in VRI environments, there is no natural meeting place to have this crucial
discussion.
This study shows that some interpreters have utilized other strategies and means of
connecting in advance, but this practice is not commonplace or necessarily equivalent to
meeting in person. Texting in advance was the most common way for a team to connect, but it
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is unclear whether this connection served the purpose of developing rapport or simply
prioritized the discussion of interpreting logistics. Several participants reported utilizing video
messaging applications to meet and greet their colleagues from across the country, but this
approach was frequently dependent on a coordinator that shared the interpreting team’s
contact information. Other participants reported joining the virtual session early and utilizing
that platform to meet their team, but it was not asked or reported on how often that discussion
included the deaf participants as well. There is plentiful opportunity for future studies to
explore what virtual pre-conference sessions entail based on what methods of communication
are used. This study revealed the inconsistency of even having a pre-conference session when
working VRI, despite our knowledge of how critical it is for success.
Role-Space and VRI
The Role-Space Model (Llewellyn-Jones & Lee, 2014; Lee, 2020) describes in detail how
an interpreter establishes trust and rapport via the presentation of self axis. Working in a VRI
setting affects the interpreters’ ability to align either overtly or covertly with the hearing
participant and the methods for doing so are different than they are when sharing physical
space. Strategies may include utilizing the chat box, raise-hand feature, microphone, and or
camera as well as eye-gaze and other nonverbal forms of communication when on camera.
Participants of this study reported difficulty with software settings that had an impact on their
ability to manage the interaction effectively. For example, the interpreter may or may not have
had control over using a chat feature, their microphone, or the ability to turn on and off their
camera in certain platforms. It was also reported that sometimes deaf participants were not
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visible due to the logistics or nature of the virtual session, and this had a significant impact on
the interpreter’s ability to align with the deaf participant.
This study also revealed the issue of the interpreter’s ability to control what is needed
for effective communication being limited to the amenability of the host with technical
controls. Interpreters may understand certain software functionality better than the host with
the power to make necessary adjustments. However, not all interpreters have this knowledge
or experience across multiple platforms, thus this is an opportunity for training and
development. In addition, each meeting participant may have different preferences for settings
or differing needs for access. It is critical that interpreters consult with meeting hosts during
pre-conference sessions to establish necessary settings for working conditions, but to also avoid
making unilateral decisions without input from the deaf participants of the VRI event.
Taking Advantage of Technology
Despite the numerous challenges of connecting and collaborating as a team in VRI,
several survey participants reported using technology to their advantage. When teaming, the
two most commonly reported actions in this study were to provide support and to notify when
to switch the primary interpreter. The opportunity to connect via text or chat, however,
provided interpreters with a way of sharing information related to schema. Sending a message
via text that has no urgency related to the interpreting process, allows for the active interpreter
to find a natural pause in the conversation and take that opportunity to read a message from
their team to fill in gaps of extralinguistic knowledge. Interestingly, sharing schema was rarely
reported when teams were connected via audio or video.
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Several interpreters reported using multiple screens when working VRI. The additional
screen allows for presentation materials to be accessible, search engines up and ready, or for a
chat session with their team to communicate. Some interpreters use a second screen to
connect with their team visually on a separate platform than the interpreted event, and others
will use a third or even fourth screen to display what they feel is necessary. Technology
connections also allow for innovative ways of delivering access to participants. Interpreters
reported using a text or chat feature to communicate with conversational participants directly
in situations such as asking deaf people for preferences, requesting controls from session hosts,
and providing information in text for documentation purposes. This is an interesting avenue to
explore in future studies.
Open Processing
Another major strategy employed by interpreters in this study was to have multiple
interpreters on screen simultaneously, which can sometimes be referred to as open processing.
The idea behind open processing is for all conversation participants to have transparent of
access as possible to the interpretation process. With Deaf Interpreter-Hearing Interpreter
teams, allowing the DI and HI to both be visible on camera increases transparency and has the
potential to impact turn-taking and the flow of information. There is a potential risk that having
a DI and HI on screen may cause confusion, but it was noted that spotlighting or pinning the
video so a forced view of the DI for deaf participants has resolved this confusion. The benefit of
having the entire team visible is twofold. The interpreters do not have to juggle multiple
devices to see each other to work together, and the conversation participants can see the
process in its entirety so as to avoid interrupting when a message is still being interpreted.
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Another form of open processing is with HI teams working without DIs. Sometimes this
approach is favored by offering split modalities, where one HI works from ASL to English and
the other HI works from English to ASL. Some interpreters working from ASL to English may
assume their work is produced auditorily and there is no need to maintain a visual connection.
However, using the Role Space Model (Llewellyn-Jones & Lee, 2014) as a frame for analyzing,
keeping a camera on will impact the interpreter’s ability for interaction management,
participant alignment, and presentation of self. Some concrete examples in this scenario are to
allow the deaf participant to monitor the interpreter working into English for signs of
comprehension, for the interpreter to rely on cues to the deaf person for pacing or repeated
information, as well as for the entire group to see the interpreting process.
Participants from this study also reported having more than one HI on screen without
utilizing split modalities, but instead to provide a more natural flow of conversation. Instead of
multiple people engaging in discussion presented through one interpreter, every other message
is interpreted by the second interpreter. As a result, the interpreted conversation resembles
that of a turn-taking conversation between multiple participants rather than one person
depicting multiple personalities. In addition, when meetings are dominated by hearing cultural
norms, turn-taking may require interruptions, and silence is quickly filled. A participant waiting
for an interpreter to process a message and completely render the interpretation will be at a
disadvantage, therefore deaf participants are free to engage when they wish via a second
interpreter who is readily available.
Finally, open processing is sometimes understood to include disclosing and reparation of
mistakes that occur in the interpreting process to all participants. A closed processing approach
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involves the team interpreter monitoring for errors and privately relaying reparations to the
actively working interpreter, who then chooses to disclose the error or make the reparation
with as little interruption to the conversational flow as possible. VRI has made private
messaging difficult, thus embracing the vulnerability of an open process may be a natural
consequence of working ethically in remote spaces.
Chapter 6: Conclusion
This study was the first of its kind to explore the dynamics of team interpreters when
working in Video Remote Interpreting settings. The development and focus of this study were
guided by the following question: What challenges are faced, and what strategies are used by
interpreters to collaborate when working as a team in VRI settings?
Findings indicate that interpreters alter their approach to teaming, juggle a multitude of
technological demands, and have created inventive ways of connecting or using technology to
their advantage. VRI is anecdotally complained about in the community of sign language users,
and this study provides a detailed account of how challenging it is for more than one
interpreter to work collaboratively in this environment. These findings provide one piece of the
puzzle to existing literature that describes the frustration the industry has with VRI, both
consumers and providers alike.
Limitations
Recruitment of participants for this study received few direct responses when email was
directed to organizations. An attempt was made to recruit a diverse pool of participants, but
the method of contact could have been more direct. The email recruitment materials could
have been supplemented with more attempts for personal contact via phone or videophone of
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organizational influencers. Recruitment relied heavily on social media, but today’s social media
feeds are flooded with information by the minute and the recruitment posts were only
reposted three times. It is possible that interpreters who may have participated missed the
opportunity by logging in to social media mere hours after the posts were shared. In addition,
several large for-profit companies were contacted that specialize in providing VRI. No response
was received from these companies, and likely, the request was not delivered to the
appropriate decision-maker and without enough time to flow up the levels of necessary
approval.
Other limitations of this study included the timeline to complete the entire project. The
original goal of the researcher was to conduct qualitative interviews with experienced VRI
interpreters, however, this project experienced delays in the initial stages of proposition and
approval. The deadlines associated with a graduate degree limited the scope of this project due
to the timeline for the completion of conduction, analysis, and reporting of the study.
As previously discussed, over 90% of participants reported their ethnicity as white and
over 90% indicated their auditory status as hearing. This clearly shows a lack of diverse
participation and caution should be made not to assume generalizations pertaining to all
interpreters in VRI. Although care was given to recruiting a diverse group of participants
including organizations such as NAOBI, Mano a Mano, Project CLIMB, and National Deaf
Interpreters, only one of these organizations responded affirmatively to distributing the study
to their members.
Suggestions for Future Direction
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The first recommendation is to develop a curriculum for interpreters to learn the
technological skills necessary to work in VRI. This curriculum could include proper equipment
setup, managing multiple audio and/or video connections, and several different software
functionalities. This training would benefit current and future interpreter training students, as
well as those already practicing in the field. Following an initial training, advanced skills in
teaming via VRI could be provided to explore collaboration via varying connections. This
curriculum should take care to be inclusive of Deaf Interpreters from the development through
dissemination.
Survey data indicated the need for training of both interpreters as well as the hosts of
videoconference sessions. Thus, a recommendation is to create more consistent
documentation on the intricacies of an interpreted VRI session. The current RID Standard
Practice Paper on VRI (2010) is in need of updating. Hosts of video conference sessions may
look to this paper for guidance on settings appropriate to having an interpreter present. In
addition, the teaming section of this paper focuses solely on additional fatigue as the indicator
for supporting teams in VRI. There is an opportunity to expand on best practices and strategies
informed by this study that are effective in the delivery of interpreting services via VRI.
The final recommendation is for increased professional development opportunities that
provide practical opportunities to team in a remote DI/HI configuration. Training should include
the hard skills necessary to set up properly, as well as the soft skills in developing rapport
through consistent pre-conference discussions. This endeavor would be best if led by a team of
deaf and hearing colleagues developing and delivering the materials collaboratively.
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There are several opportunities for the direction of future research. First, the qualitative
data in this study could inform interview question development to further explore the narrative
of interpreters working in VRI. As previously mentioned, this study was limited on time and
therefore no second phase of gathering data was conducted. There are also several effective
DI/HI teams that work regularly in VRI, and could thus provide an opportunity for an action
research project that explores their methods of collaboration. Research set within the frame of
the Role-Space Model (Llewellyn-Jones & Lee, 2014) could further illuminate the behaviors of
interpreters in VRI and the impact on interaction management, participant alignment, and the
presentation of self. Data from this study frequently mentioned “open processing” although
such a term was never defined within the survey, therefore a future research topic could
explore the term as it is used in the field and how the process works in the confines of VRI. And
finally, future research could focus on gathering perspectives of deaf and hearing conversation
participants when team interpreters have worked collaboratively to provide services.
Final Thoughts
Video Remote Interpreting was thrust on nearly every interpreter working in the field,
with little to no information available to learn how to provide effective services or continue to
work in a collaborative and interdependent manner. It is with love, passion, and the pursuit of
excellence that this research project was pursued. With the goal of providing a more equitable
experience for all communication participants through an interpreted VRI session, the hopes
are that this project will inspire further research in VRI that includes how we can continue to
work together instead of being driven apart by distance.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Survey
Survey- Exploring Teaming Dynamics in VRI
Informed Consent Study Title: Exploring Teaming Dynamics in Video Remote Interpreting
You are invited to participate in a research study. This study is called, "Exploring Teaming
Dynamics in Video Remote Interpreting." The study is being done by Jana R. Mauldin, NIC, a
Master’s candidate student at St. Catherine University in St. Paul, MN. The faculty advisor for
this study is Justin M. Small, Ed.D. from the ASL & Interpreting department at St. Catherine
University. Below, you will find answers to the most commonly asked questions about
participating in a research study. Please read this entire document and ask questions you have
before you agree to be in the study.
Why are the researchers doing this study?
The purpose of this study is to explore the ways in which interpreters provide Video Remote
Interpreting services while working in teams. This study is important because remote
interpreting has become prolific due to the COVID-19 pandemic and interpreters are
approaching the work in a wide variety of ways.
Why have I been asked to be in this study?
You have self-reported experience providing Video Remote Interpreting (VRI) services in a team
and you are 18 years of age or older.
If I decide to participate, what will I be asked to do?
If you meet the criteria and agree to be in this study, you will be asked to do these things:
Agree to this informed consent Participate in this anonymous online survey In total, this
survey will take approximately 20 minutes of your time.
What if I decide I do not want to be in this study?
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. If you do not want to participate in this
study, simply do not agree to this form. If you decide to participate in this study, but later
change your mind and want to withdraw, you may choose to end the survey without
completing it. You may also choose to skip any questions you prefer not to answer. Partially
completed survey data may still be used for analysis.
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The survey will be available until February 13, 2022. Your decision of whether or not to
participate will have no negative or positive impact on your relationship with St. Catherine
University, nor with any of the students or faculty involved in the research.
What are the risks (dangers or harms) to me if I am in this study?
There are no foreseeable risks to your health or wellbeing for participating in this study.
What are the benefits (good things) that may happen if I am in this study?
There are no direct benefits to you for participating in this survey. An indirect benefit is the
opportunity to influence best practices in the field of team interpreting using virtual platforms.
Will I receive any compensation for participating in this study?
You will not be compensated for participating in this study.
What will you do with the information you get from me and how will you protect my
privacy?
The information that you provide in this study will be anonymously collected from the
researcher and shared with the research advisor. The researcher will keep the research results
in Qualtrics and only the researcher and their advisor will have access to the records while they
work on this project. Confidentiality will be maintained to the degree permitted by the survey
technology used, Qualtrics. Specifically, no guarantees can be made regarding the interception
of data sent via the Internet by any third parties.
The researcher expects to finish analyzing the data by May 31, 2022. Any information that you
provide will be anonymous, which means that you will not be identified or identifiable in any
written reports or publications. At the completion of this study aggregated data that is not
identifiable will be utilized for a research publication on the issue of team interpreting via
remote platforms in the interpreting field and will be presented to interpreter education
conferences.
Could my information be used for future research?
Yes, it is possible that your data will be used for additional research. All collected data will be
anonymous and may be used for future research or be given to another investigator for future
research without gaining additional informed consent.
How can I get more information?
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If you have any questions, you can ask them before you agree to this form. You may also copy
this consent form and keep it for your records, or request a copy of this via email by contacting
Jana R. Mauldin at (608) 219-6598 or jrmauldin400@stkate.edu.
If you have any additional questions later and would like to talk to the faculty advisor, please
contact Justin M. Small, Ed.D at 952-388-2158 or jmsmall508@stkate.edu. If you have other
questions or concerns regarding the study and would like to talk to someone other than the
researcher(s), you may also contact Dr. John Schmitt, Chair of the St. Catherine University
Institutional Review Board, at (651) 690-7739 or jsschmitt@stkate.edu.
Statement of Consent:
I consent to participate in this study. By selecting "yes" below, I indicate that I have read this
information, my questions have been answered and I am at least 18 years of age.
o
o

Yes- I agree to participate in this study (3)
No- I do not wish to participate at this time (4)

Q1 Have you ever worked as an interpreter in a Video Remote Interpreting (VRI) setting?
Video Remote Interpreting (VRI) includes providing interpreting services from a remote location
which may include the interpreters and participants all at separate sites connecting with a
videoconference platform, or when participants are in the same physical space but the
interpreter is connected from a remote location. This does not include Video Relay Service (VRS)
provision for telecommunication purposes that is regulated by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC).
o
o

No (1)
Yes (2)

Q2 Have you worked as a team in a VRI setting?
(Deaf/Hearing, Deaf/Deaf, Hearing/Hearing all considered)
o
o

No (1)
Yes (2)

Q3 What is your age range?
O
o
o
o
o
o

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
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o

75+ (7)

Q4 What is your gender identity?
(Please self-identify the way you prefer. This information is collected to intentionally monitor
representation within the field so data is reported without assumptions.)
o
o
o
o

Female (1)
Male (2)
Non-binary / third gender (3)
Self-Identify: (4) ________________________________________________

Q5 What is your ethnic or racial identity?
(This information is collected to intentionally monitor representation within the field so data is
reported without assumptions.)
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

African American/Black (1)
Arab (2)
Asian (3)
Latinx (4)
Native American or Alaskan Native (5)
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander (6)
White (7)
Self-Identify (specify if desired) (8)
Multiracial (specify if desired) (9)

Q6 Are you a Deaf Interpreter (DI) or Hearing Interpreter (HI)?
o
o

Deaf Interpreter (1)
Hearing Interpreter (2)

Q7 Are you a heritage signer/CODA/Deaf-parented interpreter?
o
o

Yes (1)
No (2)

Q8 Are you a heritage signer/Deaf-of-Deaf/Deaf-parented interpreter?
o
o

Yes (1)
No (2)

Q9 What is the highest level of education you have completed?
o

High School Diploma/GED/HSED (8)
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Certificate from a post-secondary institution (9)
Associate's Degree (10)
Bachelor's Degree (11)
Master's Degree (12)
PhD/EdD (13)
Other (14) ________________________________________________

Q10 How many years have you been professionally interpreting?
o
o
o
o
o
o

0-5 (1)
6-10 (2)
11-15 (3)
16-20 (4)
21-25 (5)
26+ (6)

Q11 How many years have you been interpreting in a VRI setting?
o
o
o
o
o
o

0-5 (1)
6-10 (2)
11-15 (3)
16-20 (4)
21-25 (5)
26+ (6)

Q12 What certification/credential do you currently hold? (Select all that apply)
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

CDI (1)
RSC (19)
NIC (NIC, Advanced, Master) (2)
CI (3)
CT (4)
CSC (5)
MCSC (6)
NAD III (7)
NAD IV (8)
NAD V (9)
BEI- Basic (1) (10)
BEI- Advanced (2) (11)
BEI- Master (3) (12)
SC:L (13)
CLIP-R (14)
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▢
▢
▢
▢

QMHI (15)
Other: (16) ________________________________________________
EIPA: (Score) (17) ________________________________________________
None (18)

Q13 What settings do you provide Video Remote Interpreting for? (Select all that apply)
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Conferences (1)
Corporate/Business (2)
Education K-12 (3)
Education Post-Secondary (4)
Employment/Vocational Rehabilitation (5)
Government (6)
Legal (7)
Medical (8)
Mental Health (9)
Performance Arts (10)
Personal/Family (11)
Religious (12)
Other (Please specify) (13) ________________________________________________

Q14 How many hours per week do you engage in VRI work on average?
o
o
o
o
o

Less than 5 hours per week (1)
5-15 hours per week (2)
16-25 hours per week (3)
26-35 hours per week (4)
More than 35 hours per week (5)

Q15 How many hours per week do you engage in teamed VRI assignments on average?
o
o
o
o
o

Less than 5 hours per week (1)
5-15 hours per week (2)
16-25 hours per week (3)
26-35 hours per week (4)
More than 35 hours per week (5)

Q16 How often do you work as a Deaf/Hearing team in VRI?
o
o

Never (1)
Rarely (2)
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o
o
o
o
o

Occasionally (3)
Sometimes (4)
Often (5)
Very Often (6)
Always (7)

Q17 How often do you work as a Deaf/Deaf team in VRI? (With or without Hearing
Interpreters)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Never (1)
Rarely (2)
Occasionally (3)
Sometimes (4)
Often (5)
Very Often (6)
Always (7)

Q18 How often do you work as a Hearing/Hearing team in VRI?
O
o
o
o
o
o
o

Never (1)
Rarely (2)
Occasionally (3)
Sometimes (4)
Often (5)
Very Often (6)
Always (7)

Q19 How often do you get to choose your preferred team?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Never (1)
Rarely (2)
Occasionally (3)
Sometimes (4)
Often (5)
Very Often (6)
Always (7)

Q20 Do you agree that an increase of VRI requests is due to the COVID-19 pandemic?
o
o
o
o
o

Completely disagree (1)
Strongly disagree (2)
Disagree (3)
Neither agree nor disagree (4)
Agree (5)
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o
o

Strongly agree (6)
Completely agree (7)

Q21 What percent of your work in VRI settings is through an agency, an employer, or as an
independent contractor? (Provide an estimated percentage for each category with the total
sum equal to 100)
Agency : _______ (1)
Employee : _______ (2)
Independent Contract : _______ (3)
Other (Please define) : _______ (4)
Total : ________
Q22 What software have you experienced using when team interpreting in VRI? (Select all
that apply)
▢
Zoom (1)
▢
GoToMeeting (2)
▢
WebEx (3)
▢
MSTeams (4)
▢
BlackBoard/Canvas (5)
▢
Google Meets/Hangout (6)
▢
Skype (7)
▢
FaceTime (8)
▢
Other (Please name the software) (9)
________________________________________________
Carry Forward Selected Choices from "What software have you experienced using when team
interpreting in VRI? (Select all that apply) "
Q23 Please rank these programs based on your experience with usability for team
interpreting in VRI.
______ Zoom (1)
______ GoToMeeting (2)
______ WebEx (3)
______ MSTeams (4)
______ BlackBoard/Canvas (5)
______ Google Meets/Hangout (6)
______ Skype (7)
______ FaceTime (8)
______ Other (Please name the software) (9)
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Q24 Have you experienced using multiple devices to connect to your team?
o
o

No (1)
Yes (2)

Q25 Why did you use multiple devices to connect to your team?
________________________________________________________________
Q26 Have you experienced audio issues when connecting to your team?
o
o

No (1)
Yes (2)

Q27 What audio issues have you experienced? (Select all that apply)
▢
I heard an echo or delay through the other interpreter's audio connection (1)
▢
When connected with audio to the other interpreter(s), it caused feedback for
participants (2)
▢
I could not connect multiple audio feeds to one device (3)
▢
I could not hear the event (4)
▢
I could not hear the other interpreter(s) (5)
▢
Other: (Please describe) (6) ________________________________________________
Q28 Have you experienced video issues when connecting to your team?
o
o

No (1)
Yes (2)

Q29 What video issues have you experienced? (Select all that apply)
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

I could not see the participant I needed to (1)
I could not see the other interpreter(s) (2)
I needed more devices (3)
I did not have enough broadband/internet speed (4)
Lighting was an issue (5)
Other: (Please describe) (6) _______________________________________________

Q30 Who determines what videoconference platform is used to host the meeting?
The agency I work for (1)
▼ Never (8) ... Always (14)
The institution the participants are from (Government, School, Employer, etc.) (2)
Never (8) ... Always (14)
The interpreter(s) (3) ▼ Never (8) ... Always (14)

▼
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The deaf participant(s) (4) ▼ Never (8) ... Always (14)
Unknown (5) ▼ Never (8) ... Always (14)
Other: (6)
▼ Never (8) ... Always (14)

Q31 Who determines what platform is used to connect as a team?
The agency I work for (1)
▼ Never (1) ... Always (7)
The institution the participants are from (Government, School, Employer, etc.) (2)
Never (1) ... Always (7)
The interpreter(s) (3) ▼ Never (1) ... Always (7)
The deaf participant(s) (4) ▼ Never (1) ... Always (7)
Unknown (5) ▼ Never (1) ... Always (7)
Other: (6)
▼ Never (1) ... Always (7)

▼

Q32 Have you experienced using text or chat features within the VRI platform to
communicate with your team?
o
o

No (1)
Yes (2)

Q33 What did you use the text/chat feature for? (Select all that apply)
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Friendly hello, goodbye (1)
Corrections, time-sensitive feedback (2)
Support (feeds) (3)
Switching (4)
Sharing information that may help with schema (5)
Personal chatting/connections (6)
Feedback that was not time sensitive (7)
Positive vibes (8)
Other: (Please describe) (9) ________________________________________________

Q34 Why would you choose NOT to use text/chat features to communicate with your team?
(Select all that apply)
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

I am not comfortable with it (1)
I do not want to use written English (2)
There are too many things to look at, it is distracting (3)
I don not have enough space on my screen to keep text/chat showing (4)
The font is too small for me to see (5)
There are too many people in the chat so my message gets lost (6)
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▢
▢

I may accidentally send a message to the whole group (7)
Other: (Please explain) (8) ________________________________________________

Q35 Have you experienced using an audio connection to communicate with your team?
o
o

No (1)
Yes (2)

Q36 What did you use the audio connection for? (Select all that apply)
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Friendly hello, goodbye (1)
Corrections, time-sensitive feedback (2)
Support (feeds) (3)
Switching (4)
Sharing information that may help with schema (5)
Personal chatting/connections (6)
Feedback that was not time sensitive (7)
Positive vibes (8)
Other: (Please describe) (9) ________________________________________________

Q37 Why would you choose NOT to use an audio connection to communicate with your
Hearing Interpreter team? (Select all that apply)
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

I prefer using ASL (1)
The other interpreter(s) prefer(s) using ASL (2)
I do not have the technology skills to use multiple audio and mic sources (3)
I do not own the equipment I need to have two separate audio and mic connections (4)
It causes issues that I do not know how to fix (5)
Other: (Please describe) (7) ________________________________________________

Q38 Have you experienced using a video connection to communicate with your team?
o
o

No (1)
Yes (2)

Q39 What did you use the video connection for? (Select all that apply)
▢
▢
▢

Friendly hello, goodbye (1)
Corrections, time-sensitive feedback (2)
Support (feeds) (3)
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▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Switching (4)
Sharing information that may help with schema (5)
Personal chatting/connections (6)
Feedback that was not time sensitive (7)
Positive vibes (8)
Other: (Please describe) (9) ________________________________________________

Q40 Why would you choose NOT to use a video connection to communicate with your team?
(Select all that apply)
▢
I do not own enough equipment (1)
▢
I do not have the bandwidth/internet speed to support two video feeds (2)
▢
The other interpreter(s) do not have the bandwidth/internet speed to support two
video feeds (3)
▢
I prefer to use English (4)
▢
I do not have enough space on my screen for a second video connection (5)
▢
I could use the main videoconference platform to see the other interpreter(s) (6)
▢
I am not used to looking in multiple places (7)
▢
Other: (Please describe) (8) ________________________________________________
Q41 How often do you meet with your scheduled team in advance of a VRI job together?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Never (1)
Rarely (2)
Occasionally (3)
Sometimes (4)
Often (5)
Very Often (6)
Always (7)

Q42 How do you connect with your team in advance? (Select all that apply)
▢
Phone- audio (1)
▢
Phone- VP/Facetime (2)
▢
Text/Chat (3)
▢
Email (4)
▢
Separate videoconference platform (Zoom, GoogleMeet, WebEx, Facebook Messenger,
etc.) (5)
▢
The videoconference platform/link we will use to interpret (6)
▢
Other: (Please describe) (7) ________________________________________________
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Q43 If you were NOT able to meet with your team in advance, what was the reason? (Select
all that apply)
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
(5)
▢

I did not have their contact info (1)
I did not have the time (2)
I did not feel the need (3)
I had tech issues to resolve before the job began (4)
I joined the interpreting videoconference room early but other issues took precedence
Other: (Please describe) (6) ________________________________________________

Q44 When working on-site, not VRI, the best way to describe my approach to teaming is...
o
Independent- one person is on, the other person is off (1)
o
Monitoring- one person is active while the other person monitors for accuracy or errors
(2)
o
Interdependent- both interpreters are responsible for the message and work
collaboratively (3)
Q45 When working VRI, not on-site, the best way to describe my approach to teaming is...
o
Independent- one person is on, the other person is off (1)
o
Monitoring- one person is active while the other person monitors for accuracy or errors
(2)
o
Interdependent- both interpreters are responsible for the message and work
collaboratively (3)
Q46 How much does working in a VRI setting change your approach to teaming?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Never (0)
Rarely (1)
Occasionally (2)
Sometimes (3)
Often (4)
Very Often (5)
Always (6)

Q47 When comparing in-person jobs to VRI, I feel that VRI provides me...
o
o
o

more opportunity to collaborate with my team (1)
less opportunity to collaborate with my team (2)
the same opportunity to collaborate with my team (3)
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Q48 Have you ever had more than one interpreter on screen that all participants could see?
o
o

No (1)
Yes (2)

Q49 Who made the decision to have more than one interpreter on screen? (Select all that
have applied)
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

The interpreting team (1)
A deaf participant (3)
A hearing participant (4)
The agency or hosting entity (5)
Other: (Please describe) (6) ________________________________________________

Q50 Why was the decision made to have more than one interpreter working on screen?
(Select all that apply)
▢
Fewer devices and bandwidth were required for the interpreters (1)
▢
The software allowed interpreters to be pinned/spotlit for focused viewing (2)
▢
People were conversing and the dialogue flow made sense with multiple interpreters
working (3)
▢
One person was interpreting as the host and the team interpreted interactions with the
host (4)
▢
The second interpreter could gain the floor for smoother turn-taking (5)
▢
Other: (Please describe) (6) ________________________________________________
Q51 I have had more than one interpreter on screen in the following team pairs: (Select all
that apply)
▢
▢
▢

Deaf/Hearing team (1)
Deaf/Deaf team (2)
Hearing/Hearing team (3)

Q52 What other problems have you encountered working as a team in VRI settings that have
yet to be addressed with this survey?
Q53 What other strategies do you use when teaming in a VRI environment that have yet to
be addressed with this survey?
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Appendix B: Recruitment Email
Hello,
I am writing to request that ORGANIZATION consider sharing the message below with your
membership. This study seeks to gather timely input from interpreters working in Video
Remote Interpreting settings, and my goal is to include participants from as broad a range of
our field as possible. Please let me know if this is possible, or if you have questions regarding
this study.
Appreciatively,
Jana R. Mauldin
Hi,
My name is Jana and I’m a graduate student in the Master of Arts in Interpreting Studies and
Communication Equity program at St. Catherine University. I’m also a proud Wisconsin
interpreter who enjoys working in teams in the community, via Video Remote Interpreting
(VRI), in the courtroom, and at conferences nationwide. I’m hoping you will assist me in my
research exploring teaming dynamics in VRI settings. This research is timely because of the
increased number of virtual meetings taking place in recent years due to the COVID-19
pandemic, and you can assist with documenting this story.
Your participation in this phase would only require the completion of an anonymous online
survey (15-20 minutes). The survey contains several different question types and is geared
towards anyone who has experience interpreting with a team in VRI settings. Please note that
teaming in Video Relay Service (VRS) settings will not be included in this study.
If you are willing to help advance the interpreting field with this timely work, please consider
using the link below to complete this survey.
https://stkate.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_agvTys2fP1Rj2xU
Appreciatively,

Jana R. Mauldin, NIC
Master of Arts in Interpreting and Communication Equity Student
St. Catherine University
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers
jmauldin400@stkate.edu
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Appendix C: Recruitment Flier

Survey Link: https://stkate.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_agvTys2fP1Rj2xU
Image Description: Close-up photo of a wooden desk with a Mac laptop displaying more than
20 windows of participants on a video conference call with faces all blurred. A ceramic teal and
green mug sits to the left of the computer. Along the bottom of the flier (left to right): purple
and white rose window logo of St. Catherine University. Jana R. Mauldin.
Jrmauldin400@stkate.edu. Photo by Chris Montgomery.
Text reads:
Teaming in Video Remote Interpreting (VRI) settings. Are you willing to take a survey and help
the field document what teaming in VRI has been like lately? *Deaf Interpreters and Hearing
Interpreters are encouraged to participate!
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Appendix D: Recruitment Plan
Care will be given to recruit a diverse group of participants using a non-probability purposive
sampling. Participants will be recruited using listservs via:
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf
Mano a Mano
National Alliance of Black Interpreters
Conference of Interpreter Trainers
National Deaf Interpreters
Project CLIMB
Video Interpreter Member Section of RID
Classmates and instructors of MAISCE
Recruitment will also target agencies or companies that provide Video Remote Interpreting as a
specialty:
Amazon
Stratus Video
Purple Communications
Sorenson
Deaf-Link
CDI Network
Professional Interpreting Enterprise
Versatile Interpreting Services
Social Media Posts on Facebook and Instagram on 1/5/22
Sent post to WisRID, MRID, IRID, PCRID, Region III, NAOBI, and National Deaf Interpreters
through Facebook messenger
Followed up with posting to social media on 1/15/22
Final push to Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn on 2/11/22

